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Introduction
Over the Christmas and New Year period, artificial light always becomes immensely popular. The cosiest period of the 

year brings us all closer together, the focus is on creating a pleasant atmosphere. Lights are dimmed, candles are brought 

out, as are the lights of inside and outside Christmas decorations.  Still, always act carefully because in this period also the 

number of house fires peaks. A forgotten candle or a short circuit caused by defective Christmas decoration may well get 

in the way of a festive meal. So think and act safely so that you can all fully enjoy this wonderful time of the year! 

Traditionally, this period is also the perfect opportunity to look back on the past year, which is exactly what we want to 

do with our (first) Christmas special. We have very fine memories of the fairs in which we took part in 2016, we again 

launched some wonderful products as well as two beautiful new collections, i.e. DALSGAARD and LAYERS, and – last but 

not least – “our” football team, SV Zulte Waregem, became the new Belgian mid-season champion.  

We all wish you a Merry Christmas and a wonderful New Year.
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You heard right, the KING has found 

himself a spouse: QUEEN ELIZABETH. This 

chandelier retains the formal vocabulary 

and design of its spouse but is a bit 

smaller in diameter and proportion. As 

a result, Queen Elizabeth fits well within 

compact interiors too. People say its 

shape resembles that of a crinoline but 

feel free to judge for yourself. 

As with our King George, you can 

compose your Queen Elizabeth according 

to your own taste and preferences. 

You can do this using the King George 

configurator on our website. 

www.king-george.be

New product | Queen Elizabeth
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In September, we again participated in the prestigious fair 

‘Maison & Objet’ in Paris. For this edition, TAL worked 

together with nine other Belgian top-class manufacturers. 

Under the name ‘Hotel Belchique’ we turned our exhibition 

stand into a magnificent hotel room. 

www.hotelbelchique.be

Maison & Objet (Paris)
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Maison & Objet (Paris)
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Productupdate | 2U W
We’ve made our popular 2U profile just that little bit 

sleeker. In the new version, 2U W, the diffuser has 

been incorporated into the side of the profile.

PROFILE/ m ENDCAP

DIFFUSER W/ mALU COVER W/ m

SECTION VIEW W
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5
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TEXTURED WHITE 810047

BRUSHED ALU 810008

ANODISED 810012

TEXTURED BLACK 810026

ENDCAP W

TEXTURED WHITE 810947

BRUSHED ALU 810987

ANODISED 810927

TEXTURED BLACK 810967

DIFF W

FROSTED PC 810104

TEXTURED WHITE 810847

BRUSHED ALU 810808

ANODISED 810812

TEXTURED BLACK 810826

  40
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TO BE USED IN EMPTY PROFILE SPACES TO BE USED IN EMPTY PROFILE SPACES
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Project | Private Villa
architect: Massimo Pignanelli - Massarchitects

www.uaucollectiv.com

www.massarchitects.be
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Project | Private Villa
architect: Massimo Pignanelli - Massarchitects

www.uaucollectiv.com

www.massarchitects.be
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At the bi-annual ‘Interieur’ fair in Kortrijk, we reserved our 

entire exhibition stand to the new designs of Sylvain Willenz, 

who designed a table and chairs for JOLI and matching 

lighting for TAL. The new collection has been given the name 

LAYERS and is featured by functional and versatile designs. 

One of the absolute highlights of this collection is no doubt 

the suspended luminaire TELESCOPE, which not only looks 

like a telescope but can be extended as one as well. By 

shifting the bottom part of the tubular TELESCOPE vis-à-vis 

the upper element, the focused light beam as well as the 

resulting lighting atmosphere are changed. TELESCOPE is a 

beautiful mix of design and truly inventive engineering. 

Design: Sylvain Willenz

Fair | Interieur (Kortrijk)
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Fair | Interieur (Kortrijk)
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487020 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 2700K CHROME - BLACK MAINSCORD

487002 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 2700K TEXT BLACK - BLACK MAINSCORD

487096 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 2700K TEXT BLACK + GOLD - BLACK MAINSCORD

487034 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 2700K TEXT WHITE - WHITE MAINSCORD

487057 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 2700K CU29 - BLACK MAINSCORD

487010 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 3000K CHROME - BLACK MAINSCORD

487012 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 3000K TEXT BLACK - BLACK MAINSCORD

487086 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 3000K TEXT BLACK + GOLD - BLACK MAINSCORD

487024 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 3000K TEXT WHITE - WHITE MAINSCORD

487047 BERRIER JUNIOR WC 3000K CU29  - BLACK MAINSCORD

Product update | Berrier Junior

BERRIER has gained a little brother: BERRIER Junior. This 

suspended luminaire has the same shape as its big brother, 

it’s just smaller. The light source of BERRIER Junior is a 

LUXEON M led module controlled at 350mA. This results in 

a brightness of 400 lumen, which – together with the glass 

lens – creates a very beautiful light beam.

Berrier Junior looks quite well in a cluster too.
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DICE is a compact, easily installed ceiling-mounted luminaire. 

In spite of its compact size, DICE is even available with an 

integrated converter. The block-shaped luminaire is simply 

clicked onto a small mounting plate attached to the ceiling, 

leaving no screws in sight. This is just one of the many design 

features that show that this minimalist design is the result 

of some serious and clever thinking. Another example is the 

diamond-shaped lens and the way in which its facet lines 

are re-iterated in the luminaire’s design. DICE is a clever and 

compact luminaire with a geometric design, a genuine eye-

catcher in every interior. 

377126 DICE LUXEON M CI 2700K MAINS DIMMABLE TEXTURED BLACK LUXEON M 2700K

377147 DICE LUXEON M CI 2700K MAINS DIMMABLE TEXTURED WHITE LUXEON M 2700K

377116 DICE LUXEON M CI 3000K MAINS DIMMABLE TEXTURED BLACK LUXEON M 3000K

377137 DICE LUXEON M CI 3000K MAINS DIMMABLE TEXTURED WHITE LUXEON M 3000K

New product | DICE
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An installation hole with a diameter of 56mm is the smallest possible hole that all sizes of the most commonly available 

converters can get through. This is ideal for installing the converter as close as possible to the device (for instance in lowered 

ceilings). Besides, a diameter of 56mm is a standard hole saw.

For this reason, TAL has developed a series of devices fitting exactly into this standard hole. As such, these are the smallest 

possible devices with which both device and converter can be stashed into the same installation hole. 

A selection of suited devices:

• HELAX SML IP20

• HELAX SML IP54

• HELAX Medium

• FUNNEL ELBOW

• KOSMOS BASE

Thanks to this development, you can – with only one hole saw –

 install several types of lighting that are discretely present

 into your interior and are very easy to install.

Did You Know... 56mm

  58

 64

 63

 64
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FUNNEL ELBOW is a directional ceiling-mounted 

device fitting into a 56mm installation hole. The 

design has been distilled down to a straightforward 

cylinder, the interior is conical up to the lens. 

Thanks to the Haloled™ technology, this modern 

luminaire looks like a conventional halogen lamp 

while offering all benefits of a led spotlight. With its 

austere and modern design, FUNNEL ELBOW fits in 

every interior.

484247 FUNNEL ELBOW 2700 LEAF TEXT WHITE LUXEON M 2700K

484226 FUNNEL ELBOW 2700 LEAF TEXT BLACK LUXEON M 2700K

484347 FUNNEL ELBOW 3000 LEAF TEXT WHITE LUXEON M 3000K

484326 FUNNEL ELBOW 3000 LEAF TEXT BLACK LUXEON M 3000K

New product | Funnel Elbow

170

 68
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KOSMOS base is a new M10 base with flush-mounted 

connection, as is the case with recessed spotlights. 

KOSMOS base is ideal for mounting lightweight 

suspended luminaires. 

As a result, the suspended device seems to disappear 

into the ceiling.  KOSMOS base is an elegant 

alternative to the conventional flush-mounted boxes 

used for standard suspended luminaires.

New accessory | Kosmos Base

 60

 65

408626 - Kosmos Base Torsion Textured Black

408634 - Kosmos Base Torsion Textured Red

408647 - Kosmos Base Torsion Textured White
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Project | Royce
www.royce.com/contents/english
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Project | Royce
www.royce.com/contents/english
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TAL Classic | DART
DART is no doubt an absolute TAL bestseller. In its early 

days, this wall-mounted luminaire was popular foremost for 

its beautiful brushed aluminium finish. Meanwhile, DART 

is also available in a led version. We decided to baptise this 

version as our DARTLING because ... there ’s only one DART, 

which is a unique and untouchable classic.
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Joos de ter Beerstlaan 33

8740 Pittem

Belgium

T +32 (0)51 46 43 41

F +32 (0)51 46 43 42

info@tal.be

www.tal.be


